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Intercell interference coordination (ICIC) plays a signifcant role in strengthening ultra-dense network (UDN) downlink
coverage. From a statistical average perspective, a user is primarily interfered by its adjacent base station (BS), especially the second
nearest BS. By modeling BSs equipped with directional antennas as a Poisson point process (PPP), this paper proposes a dynamic
spectrum resource allocation strategy mainly about users’ service BS and its nearest interference BS, where the subchannel
assigned by the typical (served) user is interlaced from the channel simultaneously occupied by users within the efective radiation
range of its second nearest BS. To fully explore this scheme for directional networks, we develop analytical expressions in terms of
success probability and ergodic rate for the typical user based on the techniques of stochastic geometry, taking into account the
fading of directional BS radiation angle. Ten, we derive the meta distribution of the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) for
capturing individual link performance changes of users. Simulations verify the correctness of numerical results, and it is revealed
that this strategy is in favor of users alleviating interference from their second nearest BSs and the performance advantages of the
proposed ICIC strategy are better than those of the traditional directional UDNs.

1. Introduction

In accordance with the Ericsson Mobility Report, a quantity
of subscribers will arrive at 7500 million and total global
mobile data trafc will grow approximately 4.5 times to
226 EB per month by 2026 [1]. Ultra-dense networks
(UDNs) are considered as a breakthrough to meet the trafc
demand of 5G cellular networks [2]. By densely deploying
small base stations (BSs) in the macro-cell to shorten the
serving distance for users, the technology can reduce the
coverage area of the macro-cell, thereby extending the
network coverage area and increasing the system capacity
[3, 4]. However, there exists a non-linear growth for the

network capacity with the density of BSs [5]. In fact, such a
promising deployment will negatively generate performance
deterioration and severe network interference. LTE-A cel-
lular downlink generally adopts frequency division multiple
access or orthogonal frequency division multiple access
(OFDMA) technology for diminishing or excluding the
intracell cochannel interference [6]. It is a current challenge
in wireless network research that diferent cells inevitably
lead to mutual interference when they transmit on the same
time-frequency resource block, i.e., intercell interference
(ICI) [7]. Terefore, exploring and investigating interference
management mechanics is essential to resist the adverse
efect of grievous ICI in UDNs.
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1.1.MotivationandRelatedWork. Te directional antenna is
introduced by jointly considering the development of the
network, operation, and cost, which can greatly expand the
coverage of wireless network [8]. In UDNs with directional
antennas, signals can only be centralized transmission in a
certain angular range unlike conventional isotropic anten-
nas. A user receives ICI depending on whether the beams of
neighboring cells collide with the beams of the cell where the
user is located and the user is located in the beam crossing
area. As a consequence, directional UDNs can efectively
decrease the density of interference BSs while increasing the
signal strength received by users. In [9–11], the authors
proposed a three-dimensional directional network model to
improve link reliability and system throughput by con-
trolling ICI. A novel angle attenuation model was designed
to simulate the angle declination of interference links in
directional UDNs [12]. A virtual antenna array model and
window function fltered weighting method based on di-
rectional antennas were proposed [13].

In recent years, there has been an explosion of studies on
interference management in cellular networks. An available
framework to analyze coverage probability and average rate
of OFDM cellular network based on fractional frequency
reuse (FFR) was explored [14]. In [15], the authors inves-
tigated various methods of ICIC and proposed new pa-
rameterized methods to classify them as dynamic and static
ICIC strategies. Te static ICIC schemes use methods to
allocate subchannels (frequency bands) among cells and
sectors, whereas dynamic schemes perform real-time cell
coordination to allocate resources (frequency bands) to cells
and sectors. In [16], a distributed self-learning ICIC scheme
was proposed for autonomous networks under a model-free
multi-agent reinforcement learning framework.Te efect of
FFR ICIC strategy on dynamic time-division duplex (D-
TDD) network throughput was analyzed [17]. In [18], a
novel soft frequency reuse together with decoupled asso-
ciation (DA) strategy was introduced to a heterogeneous
cellular network (HetNet), which reduced ICI and improved
network coverage. Furthermore, the authors of [19] pre-
sented a combination of Stienen’s model and SFR HetNet
deployment scheme to mitigate the ICI from MBS and
improved the network performance gain.Te authors of [20]
proposed two ICIC strategies in millimeter-wave (mm-
wave) cellular networks: one was only considering path loss
including the blockage efect and another was based on both
path loss and directivity gain.

To better assess the gains of directional UDNs with ICIC,
a comprehensive network performance analysis is needed.
Stochastic geometry is devoted to modeling and analyzing
wireless cellular networks, which has extensively become a
popular mathematical tool [21]. Coverage probability and
ergodic rate, as two fundamental performance metrics, are
derived by the spatial average of some point processes, es-
pecially by the Poisson point process (PPP). Te coverage
probability primarily refers to the proportion of users that
can access the network for a certain SIR threshold. But it is
not enough to give a precise refection on the performance of
edge users. To evaluate the authenticity of the independent
links, further study of the meta distribution of the signal-to-

noise ratio is required [22]. Te meta distribution con-
centrates more detailed information on the proportion of
successful probability for mobile users accessing the net-
work. In [23], the authors evaluated outage probability and
rate coverage of the user-centric two-tier network by
Tomas cluster process modeling. In [24], the authors
provided explicit expressions of the coverage probability in
cellular networks modeled by PPP, which applied ICIC and
intracell diversity (ICD). A distance-based ICIC for edge
users in small cell networks was introduced in [25], and then
the coverage probability of edge users was derived using
stochastic geometry. Te authors of [26] studied the cov-
erage probability and average rate of downlink non-or-
thogonal multiple access for cellular-connected UAVs with
user association ICIC scheme. However, the interference
management strategies of cellular networks mentioned in
the literature above are all from the level of network
framework, without considering how to avoid intercell in-
terference from the perspective of users.Teir algorithms are
highly complex and difcult to implement. On the other
hand, none of these stochastic geometry-based models
capture the fne-grained information about individual user
distribution.

1.2. Contributions. Te main contributions of this work can
be summarized as follows:

(1) Tractable ICIC strategy for UDNs based on direc-
tional antennas: we develop a dynamic subchannel
allocation strategy to study the performance of the
UDNs with beamforming directional transmission.
In particular, we consider a one-tier UDN, where BSs
equipped with directional antennas are distributed as
PPP. According to the ICI received by users mainly
from the second nearby BSs, our spectrum resource
strategy focuses on users’ serving BS and their
nearest interference BSs. To reduce or even eliminate
the interference brought by the second nearest BS to
a certain extent, when colliding with the beam of
other cells, the channel partitioned by a user
requesting communication is staggered with the
channel occupied by users within the efective ra-
diation range of the nearest interference BS at the
same time.

(2) Coverage probability and transmission rate analysis:
using stochastic geometry, we derive analytical ex-
pressions of coverage probability and ergodic rate
under the proposed ICIC strategy. Also, the beam
angle of the antenna is taken into consideration.
Furthermore, the meta distribution of SIR is de-
veloped. In addition, some performance indexes like
the variance of success probability and local delay
can be obtained to assess the individual link
information.

Te rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the system model considered in this paper. In
Section 3, we present our spectrum resource allocation al-
gorithm in relation to serving BS and closest interfering BS
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for the typical user. In Section 4, the theoretical expressions
of performance indicators, i.e., coverage probability, ergodic
rate, and the meta distribution of SIR, are derived. Te
numerical results and discussion are presented in Section 5.
Finally, conclusions and extensions of future work are given
in Section 6.

2. System Model

2.1.DownlinkSystemModel. Consider a one-tier downlink
UDN in which all users and BSs form two independent
homogeneous Poisson point processes (HPPPs) Φu and
Φs with densities λu and λs, respectively. Te transmis-
sion power Ps of each BS is normalized to 1. All BSs
directionally transmit messages to users by beamforming
with directional antenna, whereas all users are equipped
with isotropic antennas. Te specifc process of beam-
forming is beyond the scope of this article. Te efective
radiation angle of directional antenna is denoted as Ψ,
Ψ ∈ (0, 2π]. Only users located in the range of Ψ can
receive the expected or interference signals or else the
communications link fails. Te beam boresight direction
φi of antennas is the central angle direction of the area it
covers for each BS, which is an independent random
variable on (0, 2π]. According to the Slivnyak theorem,
we consider a virtual user uo ∈ ut  located at origin o as
the typical user [27]. Te i-th BS closest to uo in Euclidean
distance is denoted by si , where s1 is the closest BS to uo

and the set of interference BSs for uo is Φs\s1 . Without
loss of generality, we let Ri  represent the distance
between si and uo from near to far, which can be denoted
as R1 ≤R2 ≤ . . . <Ri ≤ . . .. For any users, in order to re-
ceive the strongest signal, Ψ of each BS adaptively and
perfectly regulates the aiming direction of the beam-
forming to its serving user based on the position of its
associated user in real time. In Figure 1, the signal link of
user uo used by red solid line represents the adaptive
boresight directions φ1 of its nearest BS s1. To take full
advantage of spectrum resources, all spectrum resources
BW are reused by all BSs. Moreover, the OFDMA
technology is employed in the proposed network to
eliminate intracell interference.

Te number of mobile users has increased rapidly; for
this reason we consider the full load of the network so that all
BSs’ maintenance activity and all subcarriers are partitioned
to their service users. A user communicates at most with one
channel of its target BS, and a channel serves at most one
user at the samemoment. Considering that users choose BSs’
access to the strongest received signal intensity, from the
perspective of statistical average, the signal strength of BS
received by the user increases as the distance from BS to the
user decreases. In other words, the user chooses the nearest
SBS as the service BS, which means that users will be
subordinate to ICI from BSs other than their serving BSs.

We model the signal propagation considering path loss
fading and small-scale fading (Rayleigh fading), where
Rayleigh fading follows an independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d) exponential distribution with unity, i.e.,
h ∼ exp(1), and the path loss fading function is l(Ri) �

R− α
i , α> 2 [28]. Te received power at the typical user uo

from s1 is hR− α
1 . For writing convenience, the subscript 1 of

R1 is omitted. Besides, this paper also considers the angle
fading model of interference signal in [12]. Te angular
fading follows an exponential distribution, which only de-
pends on the angle ofset between the user position and the
beam aiming directions of its interference BSs, i.e., ξ(θi) �

e− |θi|, where θi is an i.i.d random variable that represents the
value of the angle ofset between the location of uo and the
antenna boresight directions of its interfering BS. θ follows
uniform distribution over 0 to 2π. When θi ∉ [− (Ψ/2),Ψ/2],
the value of function ξ(θi) is 0. In our proposed model, uo

will not be interfered by other BSs (except so) if it locates
outside the efective radiation range of these BSs; otherwise,
it will receive the interference signal from them.

2.2. Analysis of User-Received Signal Strength. Let the ran-
dom variable Zi represent the strength of the signal received
by the user from its i-th nearest BS, and the expectation is

E Zi  � E hR
− α
i 

� E[h]E R
− α
i 

� 
∞

0
r

− α
fRi

(r)dr,

(1)

where fRi
(r) is the probability density function (PDF) of

distance from uo to its i-th nearest BS si. According to [29], it
is given by

fRi
(r) �

λsπr
2

 
i− 1

(i − 1)!
2πλsre

− λsπr2
. (2)
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Figure 1: A dynamic subchannel allocation model for 2-D one-
layer UDN, where Ψ is the directional radiation angle of each BS.
Te signal link (the red solid line) of uo is the adaptive boresight
direction φ1 of its serving BS.
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When i − α/2> 0, (2) can be simplifed as

E Zi  �
λsπ( 

α/2

(i − 1)!
Γ i −

α
2

 , (3)

where the function Γ(n) � 
x>0x

n− 1e− xdx, n> 0 is the
standard gamma function. Let N0 � i − α/2, where the
function ⌈ · ⌉ is is rounded up. Ten, the expectation of uo

receiving the accumulative sum of signal intensity from the
N0-th to the Ns-th BS is



Ns

i�N0

E Zi  � λsπ( 
α/2 1

N0 − 2
−

1
Ns − 1

 , (4)

where Ns is the number of all BSs around the whole network.
Considering the outdoor situation and the special value α �

4, we derive N0 � 3. So, equation (4) can be further sim-
plifed as



Ns

i�3
E Zi  � λsπ( 

2 Ns − 1
Ns − 2

  ≈ λsπ( 
2
, (5)

where the case of i � 1, 2 needs to be obtained according to
equation (1). It can be deduced from equations (4) and (5)
that the signal intensity of the second nearest BS received by
a user is lower than the sum of the signal intensity of all
interfering BSs (including the second nearest BS). From the
statistical perspective of spatial average, if the user chooses
the nearest BS as the target BS, the efective signal received by
the user is the strongest. Te interference received by users
mainly comes from the second BS, and it predominates in
the interference signal. Te discussion of the ICIC strategy
that efectively mitigates the second nearest BS to the user’s
interference will be given in the next section.

3. Dynamic Subchannel Allocation Strategy
Based on Directional Antenna

From the perspective of spatial statistical average, the user’s
association with the nearest SBS means that the user’s in-
terference mainly comes from its second nearest SBS. If the
interference caused by the second nearest SBS can be
weakened or eliminated, the SIR value of the signal received
by users can be signifcantly improved and the communi-
cation experience of users can be improved. In order to
achieve this goal, the subchannel allocation ICIC (SA-ICIC)
scheme is determined by jointly considering the typical
user’s nearest and second nearest BS.

As shown in Figure 1, we assume s2 is the nearest in-
terference BS for uo. When the typical user uo accesses the
nearest BS so, so randomly allocates any idle subchannel
among all channels to uo. Without loss of generality, it is
assumed that so randomly selects subchannels Bj to be
assigned to uo; the discussion of whether the subchannel Bj

can be used is as follows:

(1) If the subchannel Bj is not occupied by any user in
the cell covered by s2, so can assign Bj to uo and tell s2

that Bj cannot be allocated to the users located
within the radiation range of s2 at the same time,
namely, users radiated by the shaded part in Figure 1.

(2) If Bjis used by a user in the non-shaded part of the
cell covered by s2, i.e., all users in the shaded part of
the cell covered by s2 are not occupied the Bj, in this
case, socan assign the subchannel Bj to uoand inform
s2 cannot be allocated Bj to users radiated by the
shaded part of cell s2.

(3) If Bj is used by a user in the shaded part of the cell
covered by s2, so should select other idle subchannels
to allocate to uo, but it needs to avoid the sub-
channels used by users in the shaded part of the cell
covered by s2.

(4) In case of non-free subchannels for so, Bj can only be
allocated to uo by so.

In the dynamic SA-ICIC based on directional an-
tenna shown in Figure 1, it only needs to consider the
service SBS and the second nearest BS of any user
requesting communication. Te specifc subchannel al-
location scheme is shown in Algorithm 1, where Ns is the
number of all BSs in the UDNs, Nc is the number of
available subchannels of each BS, Ni,u is the number of
users served by i-th BS, θse,t is the angular ofset of the t-th
user and its second nearest SBS beam boresight direction,
Cse,j is the available range of j-th subchannel of the
second BS for t-th user, and Csh,t is the coverage area
centered on the line between uo and its second nearest BS
with each of the left and right angles Ψ/2 (the shaded part
in Figure 1). Ni,jindicates whether the j-th subchannel of
the i-th BS is occupied, to be specifc, Ni,j � 0 represents
the channel is not occupied, Ni,j � 1 instead.

We consider that the network is interference-limited
because the infuence of thermal noise on UDN is negligible
compared with interference. Te cumulative interference
function of uo is

Is,s � G · 
i�2

Ai, (6)

where Ai � hiξ(θi)R
− α
i , i ∈ 2, 3, . . . , Ns , G � (1 + (Ψ/2π) ·

((Ψ/2π) − 1)). Tere are Ns terms totally added in paren-
theses according to Newton’s binomial theorem.

Proof. Assuming that the subchannel Bj is allocated to uo,
we let Ai � hiξ(θi)R

− α
i , i ∈ 2, 3, . . . , Ns . Let η represent

the interference probability of any SBS to uo, so η is equal
to Ψ/2π. Ten, the signal strength received by uo from all
SBSs is arranged and summed by binary counting
method (“0” represents that BSs interfere with uo, i.e.,
there is a coefcient η, while “1” represents that BSs do
not interfere with the user, i.e., there is no η). Te sum of
the cumulative interference received by the typical user
uo is given by
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Id � ηA1 + ηA2 + · · · + ηANs− 1 + ηANs
  · p

Ns

t

+ ηA1 + ηA2 + · · · + ηANs− 1 + ANs
  · p

Ns− 1
t pt

+ A1 + A2 + · · · + ANs− 1 + ηANs
  · ptpt

Ns− 1 + A1 + A2 + · · · + ANs− 1 + ANs
  · pt

Ns ,

(7)

where pt � Ψ/2π represents the probability that uo receives
interference and pt � 1 − Ψ/2π is the probability that uo does
not receive interference. According to the Newton’s

binomial theorem, there are Ns terms in the parentheses on
the right of the equal sign to add.

Summing the right side of equation (7) by column, the
expression of the sum of each column is

Ii � pt 

si∈Φa\ so{ }

C
k
Ns− 1p

k
t pt

Ns− 1− k
· ηAi + pt 

si∈Φa\ so{ }

C
k
Ns− 1p

k
t pt

Ns− 1− k
· Ai �

(a)
pt pt + pt( 

Ns− 1ηAi + pt pt + pt( 
Ns− 1

Ai � 1 +
Ψ
2π

·
Ψ
2π

− 1  Ai,

(8)

where step (a) follows the binomial theorem. By summing all
columns of equation (7), we can obtain the expression of
interference received by uo:

Is,s � 1 +
Ψ
2π

·
Ψ
2π

− 1   · 

si∈ Φs\so{ }

Ai

� 1 +
Ψ
2π

·
Ψ
2π

− 1   · 

si∈ Φs\so{ }

hiξ θi( R
− α
i .

(9)

So, the SIR received by the user is

SIR �
hR

− α

G · 
i�2

Ai

, (10)

where Ai � hil(θi)R
− α
i , i ∈ 2, 3, . . . , Ns , G � (1 + (Ψ/2π)·

((Ψ/2π) − 1)). □

4. Analytical Model

In this section, we derive analytical expressions to evaluate
our proposed network with the SA-ICIC scheme. First, the
expressions of the coverage probability and ergodic rate of
networks are derived. Ten, a much sharper version pro-
vided by meta distribution of the SIR is obtained. Fur-
thermore, some fne-grained information like the variance of
conditional success probability and the mean local delay can
be acquired.

4.1. Coverage Probability. Te coverage probability can be
regulated as the probability that SIR of a typical user exceeds
a given threshold for successfully demodulating and

decoding. Mathematically, it can be expressed as
pc(T, λs, α,Ψ)≜P[SIR> β], β ∈ R, where β is the target SIR
threshold of cellular link. We now characterize the coverage
probability using the SA-ICIC algorithm presented above.

Theorem 1. In the proposed SA-ICIC strategy networkmodel
based on the directional antenna, the coverage probability of
the network is as follows:

pc T, λs, α,Ψ(  � πλs 
∞

0
e

− λsπv+ 2λsvTG/α− 2( )C1(T,α,Ψ)( )dv,

(11)

where
C1(T, α,Ψ) � 

Ψ/2π
0 e− θ

2 F1[1, 1 − (2/α), 2 −

(2/α), − (TG/eθ)]dθ and 2F1[·, ·, ·, ·] is the Gaussian hyper-
geometric function.

Proof. Te distance from uo to its nearest BS s1 is denoted as
R; then, the success probability of accessing the network for
uo is expressed as

P[SIR>T] � ER[P[SIR>T|R]]

� 
∞

0
P h>Tr

α
Is,s

r fR(r)dr

�
(a)


∞

0
LIs,s

Tr
α

( fR(r)dr,

(12)

where the PDF of R is according to equation (2)
(fR(r) � 2πλsre− λsπr2 ). Step (a) follows from Rayleigh dis-
tribution h ∼ exp(1). Is,s is the cumulative interference
received by uo and its Laplace transform functionLIs,s

(Trα)

is equal to LIs,s
(s) � EIs,s

[e− sIs,s ]. Letting s � Trα,
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LIs,s
Tr

α
(  � LIs,s

(s) � EIs,s
e

− sIs,s 

� EΦ,hi,θi
e

− s(1+(Ψ/2π)·((Ψ/2π)− 1))· 
i�2

hiξ θi( R
− α
i⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

�
(a)

EΦ 
i�2

Eθ
1

s((1 + (Ψ/2π)) · ((Ψ/2π) − 1)) · R
− α
i 1/e|θ|

  + 1
⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦],⎡⎢⎢⎣

(13)

where step (a) is obtained by using the probability generating
functional (PGFL) lemma. Let G � (1 + (Ψ/2π) · ((Ψ/2π) −

1)). Combined with the PDF of θ is (θ) � 1/2π, equation (13)
can be simplifed as

LIs,s
Tr

α
(  � exp − 2λs 

∞

r

1
sGv

− α
( 

− 1
e
θ

+ 1
dθ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠v  dv⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (14)

Let ((sG)− 1eθvα)2/α � u, du � 2v((sG)− 1eθ)2/αdv, and
the Laplace transform of the cumulative interference
function Is,s is

LIs,s
Tr

α
(  � exp −

2λsr
2
T × G

α − 2
× 
Ψ/2π

0
e

− θ
2 F1 1, 1 −

2
α

, 2 −
2
α

, − Te
− θ

G dθ . (15)

Combining it with (12), (11) is obtained. □

Lemma 1. In the SA-ICIC strategy network model based on
directional antennas, if the interfering link does not experi-
ence angle fading, it can be approximated as |θi| � 0 in
equation (11). Tat is to say, it is a resemblance to the
conventional omnidirectional antenna in that the link only
experiences path loss and fast fading. Ten, the probability of
uo accessing the network successfully is

pc T, λs, α,Ψ(  � πλs 
∞

0
e

− λsπv+ 2λsvTG/α− 2( )C2(T,α)( )dv, (16)

where C2(T, α)�2F1[1, 1 − (2/α), 2 − (2/α), − (TG/eθ)].

4.2. ErgodicRate. Te ergodic rate of users is E[ln (1 + SIR)].
Exploiting the fact that ln (1 + SIR) is a monotonically in-
creasing function of SIR, we arrive at

τ � 
t>0

P SIR> 2t
− 1 dt. (17)

Tus, the average rate is equivalent to the coverage
probability evaluated at T � 2t − 1 and is then integrated
with respect to t. Te coverage of a typical user is given by
equation (11); thus, the average rate of uo can be obtained by
substituting T � 2t − 1 into equation (11), and integrating
the result over t, the fnal expression is given by Teorem 2.

Theorem 2. According to the proposed ICIC strategy, the
average ergodic rate of uo is computed as

τ(α,Ψ) � πλs × 
∞

0

∞

0
exp − 2λsv e

t
− 1 G × C3(α,Ψ) − λsπv dvdt, (18)

where C3 (Ψ, α) � 
Ψ/2π
0 e− θ

2 F1[1, 1 − (2/α), 2−

(2/α), − (et − 1)e− θG]dθ/(α − 2).

Lemma 2. Te absolute value of the angle ofset variable is
identical to Lemma 1 when neglecting the angle fading, which
can be approximated as |θi| � 0. Te average ergodic rate of
the typical user is then obtained as
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τ(α,Ψ) � πλs × 
∞

0

∞

0
exp − ΨλsvG e

t
− 1 C4(α,Ψ) − λsπv dv dt, (19)

where C4(Ψ, α)�2F1[1, 1 − (2/α), 2 − (2/α), − (et − 1)G]/
α − 2.

4.3. Te Meta Distribution of Directional Network. Te
complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of
the conditional SIR of the typical user given the points
processes is

Ps(T)≜P SIRo >T |Φ( , (20)

which is the random variable. Meta distribution FPs
(x) is the

CCDF of the conditional success probability. Hence, the
meta distribution is formally given by

FPs
(x)≜Po

Ps(T)>x( , x ∈ [0, 1], (21)

where Po is the Palm measure, provided that the typical
receiver and its corresponding service source are active. As
all point processes in the model are ergodic, the meta dis-
tribution can be translated as the fraction of the active links
whose conditional success probabilities are greater than x.

Te b-th moment of Ps is denoted by Mb, i.e.,
Mb ≜E0(Pb

s ). In this paper, the beta approximation method
is used to formulate the meta distribution [30], which re-
quires only the frst and second moments. Accordingly, the
b-th moment of Ps(β) is given by

Mb(β)≜E Ps(β)
b

  � 
1

0
bx

b− 1
FPs

(x)dx, b ∈ Z. (22)

Some important performance characteristics are ac-
quired through equation (22). Tey include ps(β) ≡M1(β),

(1) Initialize: Ni,j � 0, Cse,j � [0, 2π).
(2) for i � 1 to Ns do
(3) Calculate Ni,u;
(4) for t � 1 to Ni,u do
(5) Calculate θse,t and then obtain the shaded area coverage Csh,t;
(6) for j � 1 to Nc do
(7) if j≠Nc then
(8) if Ni,j � 0 then
(9) ifφse,j �� ϕ or φse,j ∈ [0, 2π)/Csh,t then
(10) Subchannel Bj is assigned to to ut;
(11) Mark Cse,j � Cse,j/Csh,t;
(12) Mark Ni,j � 1;
(13) break;
(14) else ifφse,j ∈ Csh,t then
(15) Return to line 5;
(16) end if
(17) else if Ni,j � 1 then
(18) Return to line 5;
(19) end if
(20) else
(21) Select an idle subchannel Bj to assign it for ut;
(22) Mark Cse,j � Cse,j/Csh,t ∗;
(23) Mark Ni,j � 1;
(24) end if
(25) end for
(26) end for
(27) end for
∗ If used, the tag is invalid.

ALGORITHM 1: Dynamic subchannel allocation strategy based on directional antenna.
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the variance M2 − M2
1 of Ps(β), and the mean local delay

M− 1 from the − 1-st moment of Pc(β).
Theorem  . Under the proposed SA-ICIC strategy network
model based on directional antennas, the b-th moment of the
conditional success probability of uo accessing the network is

Mb � πλs × 
∞

0
exp − λsvC5(T, α,Ψ) − λsπv( dr, α> 2, b ∈ C, (23)

where C5(T, α,Ψ) � 
Ψ/2
0 2 F1[1, 1 − (2/α), 2−

(2/α), − Te− θG] − 1dθ.
Proof. In a given point process Φs, the conditional success
probability of the typical user uo is

Pc(T) � P SIR>T |Φs( 

� P hR
− α/Is,s >T |Φs 

� Ehi
P h>TR

α
G · 

i�2
hil θi( R

− α
i


Φs

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦

� 
∞

i�2

G

1 + Tr
α
R

− α
i 1/e xi| | 

.

(24)

From equation (22), Mb can be expressed as

Mb � Er Eri


∞

i�2
Eθi

G

1 + TrαR− α
i 1/e xi| | 

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

b

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (25)

where

Eri


∞

i�2
Eθi

G

1 + TrαR− α
i 1/e xi| | 

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

b

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ � exp − 2λs × 

∞

r

θ/2

0
1 −

G

1 + Trαv− α 1/ex( )
 

b

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦dx⎛⎝ ⎞⎠v  dv⎛⎝ ⎞⎠.
(26)

Let u � T− (2/α)r− 2(1/ex)− (2/α)v2, and equation (26) can
be simplifed as

Eri


∞

i�2
Eθi

G

1 + TrαR− α
i 1/e xi| | 

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

b

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

� exp − λs(TG)
2/α

r
2


θ/2

0
1/ex

( 
2/α

F (TG)
− (2/α) 1/ex

( 
− (2/α)

 dx .

(27)

Let g � (TG)− 2/α(1/ex)− 2/α, and the function F2(g) in
equation (27) can be expressed as Gaussian hypergeometric
function.
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F2(g) � 
∞

g
1 −

1

1 + u
− (α/2)

 
b

⎛⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎠du

� g − 1+2F1 − (α/2), b, 1 − (α/2), − g
− (α/2)

  .

(28)

From equations (24) and (25), Teorem 3 is
obtained. □

Lemma  . When b � − 1, the average local delay before a
typical user accesses the network with SA-ICIC strategy is

M− 1 � πλs 
∞

0
exp − λsvC6(α, T,Ψ) − λsπv( dv, (29)

where C6(α, T,Ψ) � 
Ψ/2
0 2F1[− (2/α), − 1, 1 − (2/α),

− Te− θG]dθ.

5. Numerical Results

In this section, simulations are performed through MAT-
LAB Monte-Carlo, which validates the numerical result of
the SA-ICIC scheme involved in the previous section. Te

simulation environment is built according to the system
model described in Section 2. Te following parameters are
set according to the LTE-A. Specifcally, the network area is
1000m × 1000m, BSs are placed in the establishment area
according to PPP with λs � 20BSs/km2, and users are
randomly placed with λu � 800users/km2. Te value of path
loss exponent α is equal to 4. To improve the readability of
the results, reference [12] with non-ICIC was used as the
comparison of performance indicators. Ψ is the key pa-
rameter of antenna installation. In densely built urban areas,
on account of the serious multi-path refection, the radiation
angle of the antenna is generally set at about 13π/36 to
reduce the mutual interference of adjacent cells, whereas
operators commonly select the antenna angle 13π/36, π/2
and 2π/3 in the suburbs. Terefore, the antenna angles of
13π/36, π/2, and 2π/3 are considered in this paper [31]. Te
reliability of simulation results corresponds to the statistical
average of 20000 iterations, so it can more precisely respond
to the performance of directional UDNs under the SA-ICIC
algorithm. Table 1 summarizes the simulation parameters.

Figure 2 shows the standard success probability of the
directional antenna model with the proposed SA-ICIC and

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value
Intensity of BSs, λs 2∗ 10− 5

Intensity of BSs, λu 8∗ 10− 4

Transmission power of BSs, Ps 30 dBm
Total simulated area, S 1000m∗ 1000m
Efective radiation angle of directional antennas, Ψ 13π/36, π/2, 2π/3
Path loss exponent, α 4
Number of subchannels, Nc 40
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Figure 2: Te conditional success probability as a function of SIR threshold under diferent antenna angles Ψ. (a) Coverage probability of
the proposed model with SA-ICIC. (b) Coverage probability of directional model without SA-ICIC.
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that without SA-ICIC. At a given SIR threshold, by com-
paring Figures 2(a) and 2(b), it can be seen that under
diferent radiation angles Ψ, the coverage probability of the
proposed SA-ICIC scheme model is higher than that of the
model without our strategy. For example, when T � 5dB, the
coverage probability with ICIC under radiation angles Ψ �

13π/36 is 0.84, while the coverage probability with non-SA-
ICIC is 0.78. Similarly, the coverage probability with SA-
ICIC under radiation angles π/2 and 2π/3 is 0.82 and 0.78
respectively, while the coverage probability with non-SA-
ICIC is 0.75 and 0.71, respectively. Tis is because users are
mainly afected by the interference from the second nearest
BS. When users are located within the radiation range of
their second nearest BS, the proposed SA-ICIC strategy can
reduce or eliminate the interference received from their
second nearest BS, so as to improve the coverage probability.
Specially, the black baseline is the coverage probability of the
isotropic antenna cellular model in reference [32]. Tis also
refects that the system with SA-ICIC strategy outperforms
system without SA-ICIC strategy. In addition, the coverage
probability increases with the decrease of the radiation angle
Ψ. Tis means that when Ψ decreases, users are less likely to
sufer from severe ICI, which is consistent with the con-
clusion of reference [12].

Figure 3 shows the variance comparison between the
proposed SA-ICIC strategy model of directional antenna
and the model without this strategy. As can be seen in
Figure 3, the variance with the SA-ICIC strategy is smaller
than the variance without this strategy. Tus, the network
users with the SA-ICIC strategy can get better and more
stable SIR performance. At the same time, the variance of the
standard success probability initially increases at low values
of SIR threshold Tand then decreases at high values of T.Te
reason is that when the SIR threshold is relatively small, the
success probability of users accessing the network is very

high whether the proposed ICIC scheme is used or not, while
with the increase of SIR threshold, the success probability of
users accessing the network decreases, which results in the
variance frst increasing and then decreasing. Furthermore,
when Ψ is relatively small, i.e., Ψ � 13π/36, if the network
adopts the SA-ICIC strategy, the decline phenomenon is not
signifcant. Also, the increasing trend of variance continued
when the SA-ICIC strategy was adopted. Tis proves that
with the decrease ofΨ, the communication service quality of
all users becomes stable under the proposed ICIC strategy
model.
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In Figure 4, the average ergodic rates of the two network
models are represented by a bar graph. Te blue bar and red
bar represent the network with the proposed ICIC scheme
and the network without the strategy, respectively. As shown
in Figure 4, the SA-ICIC scheme provides a higher ergodic
rate, which verifes the proposed SA-ICIC scheme can re-
duce the interference received by the user from its second
closest BS. On the other hand, as the antenna angle de-
creases, the ergodic rate shows an increasing trend. Te

specifc reason for the graph change is consistent with that of
the coverage probability described above.

Figure 5 investigates the comparison of the meta dis-
tribution of SIR under diferent conditions x when SIR
threshold Tremains constant. In Figure 5(a), when T � 0  dB,
the proportion of users of the network with SA-ICIC whose
communication success probability exceeds 0.9 is 77%, 70%,
and 67% under diferent antenna radiation angles 13π/36,
π/2, and 2π/3, respectively, whereas the proportion of users
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Figure 5: Meta distribution comparison of SIR under diferent Ψ when T is fxed. (a)T � 0  dB. (b)T � 5  dB.
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of the network without SA-ICIC whose communication
success probability exceeds 0.9 is 61%, 55%, and 48%, re-
spectively. When T � 5 dB, there is no doubt that the com-
munication quality of all links will be better than that of
T � 0  dB in the networks. Consequently, in Figure 5(b), the
proportion of users of the network with SA-ICIC whose
communication success probability exceeds 0.9 is 60%, 53%,
and 47%, respectively, whereas the proportion of users of the
network without SA-ICIC whose communication success
probability exceeds 0.9 is 41%, 35%, and 29%, respectively.
Te probability of communication success is signifcantly
higher than that without the SA-ICIC strategy. Terefore,
these observations verify that the SA-ICIC strategy can ef-
fectively alleviate the interference of UDNs and improve the
network performance.

Te mean local delay is defned as the mean number of
transmissions until the frst success [22]. Figure 6 shows the
comparison of users’ mean local delay with Twhen the SA-
ICIC strategy model of directional antenna is adopted under
diferentΨ. As shown in Figure 6, the mean local delay curve
shifts to the right when Ψ decreases, i.e., when the SIR
threshold T is fxed, the mean local delay decreases with Ψ.
Te UDNs that do not adopt the SA-ICIC strategy have a
larger delay because users are subject to greater interference
under this scenario. It is worth mentioning that the mean
local delay suddenly jumps to infnity when certain SIR
thresholds are reached, regardless of whether the SA-ICIC
strategy for directional antennas is applied.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we developed a comprehensive framework for the
performance analysis of directional UDNs with a dynamic
spectrum allocation strategy, which is suitable for all users
because it allows the mitigation of interference from their
second nearest BSs. Te key idea of our scheme is that when
collidingwith the beamof other cells, the channel occupied by a
user requesting communication will be interlocked with the
channel allocated by users within the efective radiation range
of the nearest interference BS at the same time through dy-
namic subchannel allocation. Numerical results show that SA-
ICIC provides both coverage and ergodic rate gain.Te derived
meta distribution of SIR yields signifcant insights on SA-ICIC
strategy from the diferent service experiences of individual
links in the UDNs rather than the generally evaluated average
over all users. It is further shown that the UDNs adopting the
SA-ICIC scheme efectively reduce the local delay of users.

An extension of this work is to combine resource al-
location and multi-antenna BSs to improve the performance
of edge users on coverage probability in 3-D cellular net-
works for the reason that the number of users will be rapidly
increased in the future network.
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